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Welcome 
Welcome to the 3rd edition of Talking Quality for 2019. We plan to 

distribute this publication three times during 2019 to promote a  

culture of inquiry and collaboration across the ACT Education  

and Care sector. It aims to regularly engage stakeholders with  

the guiding principles of the National Quality Framework (NQF) 

and connect these with goals for continuous improvement.  

Guiding Principles of the NQF  

• The rights and best  interests o f the child are paramount. 

• Children are successful, competent and capable learners. 

• Equity, inclusion and diversity underpin the framework.  

• Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures are valued.  

• The role o f parents and families is resp ected and supported.  

• Best practice is expected in the provision of education and care services.  

 

Children’s Education & Care Assurance 

Edition 3| 2019  

If you would like to contribute to future publications or provide a question, please email  

CECA.EducateandInform@act.gov.au  for further information. 

New Quality Assurance Team Members  
Please welcome our newest Authorised Officers, Ben Russell, Wren 
Windsor, Tahlia Bruce and Nicole O’Keefe.  

Ben and Nicole are experienced educators and directors, looking 
forward to a new direction in career with the Quality Assurance 
team at CECA.  

Wren and Tahlia join us on a temporary basis, back filling periods 
of Authorised Officer parental leave. Wren and Tahlia both have 
experience as Early Childhood and Tertiary Education Teachers 
across the Education and Care Sector. 
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http://files.acecqa.gov.au/files/NQF/Guide-to-the-NQF-180118.pdf


Highlight on Professional Resources  

Online resources to support educator professional development 

Early Childhood Australia - Free eLearning 

Several free courses are available via the Early Childhood Australia Learning Hub, these include:  

ECA Reconciliation Symposium 2019 Speaker-Dr Sue Lopez 

Aboriginal Academic, Dr Sue Lopez-Atkinson shares personal and research perspectives on Indigenous Early Child-

hood Pedagogies, Reconciliation and consulting and partnering with Aboriginal Elders and communities.  

 

Professionalism, paperwork and pedagogy-Learning professional practice in long day care 

This on-demand webinar is a panel discussion providing an opportunity to learn what leadership approaches and 

strategies enable professional practice in long day care.  

 

Playing with gratitude-Rod Soper 

Rod Soper explores and the development, implementation and findings of the Playing with Gratitude Project and the 

role mental health has in children's learning and development.  

 

Click Here to Register and Access: Early Childhood Australia Learning Hub Registration 
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Early Childhood Resource Hub Leadership and Change Management -  

Free eLearning 

There are several courses available at the Early Childhood Resources Hub professional learning site.  

Two new courses are available that look at Leadership and Change Management. The first course, Initiating and 

Managing Change in Early Years Services focuses on the importance of effective leadership and how change is funda-

mental to continuous improvement.   The second course, Supporting Emerging Leaders in Education and Care Ser-

vices, aims to support new leaders or those thinking about moving into a more challenging role.   

Click Here to Access: Early Childhood Resource Hub Professional Learning 

https://ecalearninghub.kineoportal.com.au/
https://learn.ecrh.edu.au/


Committing to Continuous Improvement  
Sustainable Practice-The early bird has a worm farm, but what next? 

Early childhood centres, preschools and school care services have worked hard to embed sustainable practices. This 

has included creating worm farms or composting food waste. Children are involved in growing vegetable gardens 

and developing knowledge of the paddock to plate cycle. Some services are holding an earth hour each day, where 

electrical devices and lights are turned off. Services are collecting bottles and cans, returning them to receive a re-

fund as part of the ACT container deposit scheme. Money raised is used to purchase sustainable resources. Rubbish 

bins have grown from two (recycling and landfill) to four (recycling, paper, compost and landfill). A sustainability 

officer role has been created in many services to lead the development of environmental practices. Many services 

are collecting plastic bottle tops for Lids 4 Kids, who use them to make prosthetic limbs for children.  

2019 has seen a bigger global discussion taking place. Mul-

tiple climate change strikes have taken place across Aus-

tralia and the world, with school children combining their 

voices to demonstrate to politicians that climate change 

needs to be taken seriously. We have seen single use 

shopping bags phased out across Australia and there is 

growing pressure for plastic straws to be banned.  

Planet Ark runs programs and campaigns throughout the 

year to support individuals and businesses to make chang-

es to be more sustainable. For example, National Recycling 

Week occurs annually in November and provides an op-

portunity to learn about sustainable practices. During Plas-

tic Free July, Planet Ark asks us to make a pledge of how 

we can decrease our dependence on single use plastics, 

such as using wax wraps in place of plastic wrap or taking 

soft plastics back to supermarkets to be recycled. 

When thinking about Element 3.2.3 - services care for the environment and support children to become environmen-
tally responsible, how are we continuing to develop our practices and embed ways to be more sustainable? In the 

context of our individual service types, are we doing enough to create change?  
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 Questions you may like to ask…  

 Are we thinking about sustainable practices and care for the environment in all  aspects of our work with 

children? 

 Are we listening to children’s voices when developing plans to build on their knowledge and understanding 

of sustainability?  

 What conversations are we having with children and families to raise their awareness of environmental 

issues? 

 Are we implementing strategies across all  practices and areas to reduce our waste? 

 How sustainably responsible are we when providing experiences for children or buying resources? 

 In what ways are we connecting with our local community to support sustainability? 



Spotlight on Practice  
-We need your expertise!  

Do you have any stories or insights to share?  We would love to hear about challenges and successes to inspire     

others in their journey of continuous improvement! Maybe you could share recent critical  reflection or even        

reflection inspired by the Talking Quality publication! To share your story please contact CECA Educate and Inform 

using the following email address: CECA.EducateandInform@act.gov.au.  

Committing to Continuous Improvement  
Sustainable Practice 

 

Suggested Links  

 

ACT Container Deposit Scheme    

Redcycle 

Planet Ark       

Planet Ark – National Recycling Week 

Plastic Free July   

SEE-change 

 

 

 

Trash Mob       

Greta Thunberg’s TED talk 

Educational resources - ABC Education   

Wipe out Waste  

Lids 4 Kids 
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https://actcds.com.au/
https://www.redcycle.net.au/what-to-redcycle/
https://planetark.org/
https://recyclingnearyou.com.au/nationalrecyclingweek/
https://www.plasticfreejuly.org/
https://www.see-change.org.au/
https://www.facebook.com/trashmobcanberra/
https://www.ted.com/speakers/greta_thunberg
http://education.abc.net.au/newsandarticles/blog/-/b/2535555/25-educational-resources-to-help-kids-with-the-war-on-waste
http://www.wow.sa.gov.au/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2019-06-27/lids-for-kids-canberra-collection-volunteer-envision-hands/11249628


Critical Conversations  
Reconciliation Symposium and Resources 
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In May each year the Early Childhood Australia Reconciliation Symposium is held. This year ’s ECA Reconciliation 

Symposium was held in Melbourne and a member of the CECA team was able to attend. 

This two-day conference was an opportunity to hear the stories of many Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander People 

and learn about resources to support learning about Indigenous Australians ’ perspectives in an early childhood 

setting. 

Listed below are some of the key points from the Symposium that could be used to inform practice in this area. 

• When engaging with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

people, take time to build a relationship. Don’t ask for 

something straight away, invite them in to observe first and 

make the relationship a reciprocal one. 

• When working with families who identify as Aboriginal and/

or Torres Strait Islander ask them how they would like their 

culture represented in the program. 

• To encourage participation in early childhood services em-

ploy Indigenous Australian educators and embed cultural 

programs and activities throughout the year. 

• At a service level you could:  

 make a commitment to teaching Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander perspectives in your service 

philosophy; 

 budget for relevant professional learning;  

 provide resources;  

 plan excursions and incursions and  

 add a goal to the service Quality Improvement Plan 

(QIP). 

Next year the ECA Reconciliation Symposium is being held in the Northern Territory. The Australian Government 

Department of Education and Training and ACECQA have sponsored travel scholarships to support educators and 

services to cover the cost of attendance and travel to the ECA Reconciliation Symposium.  

 

You can keep up to date with current information about events 

organised by Early Childhood Australia by subscribing to their free 

e-learning newsletter. To find out more visit 

www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/ 

http://www.earlychildhoodaustralia.org.au/


 

 

 

Critical Conversations  
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Suggested Links  

Listed below are some useful resources and websites to support the implementation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander perspectives in children’s services.  

 

Australian Institute of Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander Studies 

Narragunnawali 

SNAICC – National Voice for our Children 

ABC - Indigenous 

The Healing Foundation 

Deadly Story Website 

Ngunnawal Plant Use Book 

 

 

 

https://aiatsis.gov.au/
https://aiatsis.gov.au/
https://www.narragunnawali.org.au/
https://www.snaicc.org.au/
https://www.abc.net.au/indigenous/
https://healingfoundation.org.au/
https://www.deadlystory.com/page/about
https://www.environment.act.gov.au/cpr/ngunnawal-plant-use-book


Embedding Practice  
Literacy in Early Childhood 

Children’s Education & Care Assurance  
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The UNESCO definition of literacy is the ability to identify, understand, interpret, create, communicate and compute, 

using printed and written (including visual) materials associated with varying contexts. Literacy involves a continuum 

of learning to enable an individual to achieve his or her goals, to develop his or her knowledge and potential and to 

participate fully in the wider society.  

The Australian Literacy Educators ’ Association (ALEA) has used this definition in their guiding document of practice, 

Literacy in 21st Century Australia: The ALEA Declaration. The declaration includes the following elements: 

 

• literacy is a powerful, wide-ranging life skill beyond tradi-

tional notions of talking, listening, reading and writing 

• learning to be literate plays a central role in determining 

an individual ’s life choices and life chances 

• meaning making is at the heart of all  literate practices 

• access by all  learners to strong, effective, and lifelong 

literacy education is a key feature of a society committed 

to equity 

• educators lead literacy but do not have sole responsibil-

ity in literacy education. 

As early childhood educators these elements resonate 

strongly with all  that we do. It is a reminder that as educators, we teach children, programs cannot replace the ex-

pertise we have about a child’s interests, needs or areas for development.  

Let’s bust some myths around literacy you might encounter! 

1. Preliteracy skills need to be taught.  

There is no such thing as preliteracy skills! Literacy development is across a continuum of 

learning and while there tends be a sequence of skills that are mastered in some order, it is 

not lock-step or rigid. When a baby is in the arms of a loved one and turns their head to-

wards the book that is being read, they are showing reading behaviours! The Early Years 

Learning Framework (EYLF) (2009) asserts that reading development is part of children’s social, 

emotional and physical growth and that it is essential to acknowledge that children develop at different rates 

and stages and that different learning experiences will  also impact when children will be ready to read.  

 

2. Books should be ‘levelled’ so that children are exposed to words that they need to read first.  

The process of learning to read has often been conceptualised as developing a set of cognitive skills to crack the 

print code. This is a simplistic view of a process that is multi-layered. We now recognise that reading is defined as a 

process of bringing meaning to and constructing meaning from texts (text is defined in its 

broadest sense to include visual and digital). It is not merely about deciphering a written 

code: it is about understanding the world and opening new possibilities for being in the 

world. Immersing children in a world of rich vocabulary and characters they can connect 

with provides them with many possibilities! 

 

Have you reviewed 
the literature you pro-
vide to children? Are 
all children reflected 

in your selection? 



Embedding Practice  
Literacy in Early Childhood 

Children’s Education & Care Assurance  
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3. Children learn to read and write through explicit instruction.  

Meaningful use of spoken and written language, in a range of play-based 

and child-centred activities in diverse contexts, lays a solid foundation for 

learning to read and write. Seeing that what has been written down can be 

read by others, and then shared, allows children to see the connection be-

tween the strands of literacy. Explicit instruction is utilised as children develop their literacy skills, however, it should  

not be part of your first approach. Creating an environment that fosters creativity, curiosity and wonder will build 

the foundation our children need.  

 

Looking for more information on literacy? Check out ALEA’s website (https://www.alea.edu.au/) that includes re-

sources for educators and families!  

 

Jantiena Batt 

ALEA ACT Local Council President 

 

 

What is the difference  between    
explicit instruction and intentional 
teaching? 

https://www.alea.edu.au/


Engaging with Community  
Intergenerational Programs 
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I’m an early childhood teacher and I was asked to facilitate intergenerational activities between the older adults and 
children on the program Old Peoples Home for 4year Old’s shown by ABC Network in August this year. 

Through my involvement in the show, it was very easy to see how rewarding intergenerational relationships can be 
between young children and older people, and how easy they can be developed. 

As educators we all  know how meaningful educational program’s benefit children. They help foster social relation-
ships with peers, enhance language development, build self-esteem, promote engagement in meaningful interac-
tions, and allow children to build trusting relationships, all of which helps them to feel safe in any of their environ-
ments. 

However, one of the key things intergenerational activities 
do in addition to the above, is offer children undivided 
attention - "they stop everything they're doing for that 
quality time". One-on-one interactions help the children's 
language development, builds their sense of worth, and 
allows them to learn a different level of empathy. It opens 
the children’s eyes showing them that although we look 
different, we are all the same! 

They bring a different level of diverse experiences, per-
spectives, expectations, knowledge and skills to the chil-
dren’s learning, due to their life wisdom and experiences 
that can only come through living the lives they’ve had. 

How can I facilitate that relationship? 

When introducing children to their older friends I suggest staff bring along a bag of items. It could contain some of 
their favourite toys from home or the educational service. Anything that you know, as an educator, your child is con-
fident in talking about, or describing, or might be able to answer some questions if a person had a question about it. 

Some great starting points are also items like playdough as it 
appeals to children and benefits older people by building 
strength in their hands and allowing them to use their imagi-
nation. 

Playing music and dancing can break the ice between genera-
tions because you can be a bit silly and do it while standing up 
supported or sitting with a little jiggle. 

Show and tell  is another great one where the older friends can 
bring something to share with the children that they may nev-
er have seen before. For example, an old telephone, some-
thing from the war, a doll and so on. 

Almost anything that we plan for to support children using the Early Years Learning Framework as a guide, can be 
integrated into an aged care facility very easily. It’s all  about supporting the two groups and enhancing their experi-
ences through play and social experiences.  
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Who benefits from intergenerational relationships? 

Social isolation and loneliness are pervasive among older Australians. Research in Australia says, one in four people 
aged over 65 live alone, while one in five experience social isolation. Loneliness is contributing to depression among 
elderly populations. Human connection can be an antidote to loneliness for our older generation. Often, they're 
sitting in their rooms all  alone, they've got a lack of mobility, so this is giving them a reason to not get out of their 
room to get some fresh air. The more interactions with people they're going to have, the more of a purpose and a 
reason for interaction they will feel.  Activities that are play activities for children, such as dancing or playing statues, 
are great exercises in helping build mobility and balance for the elderly. 

 Children gain a lot from interactions with older people — especially empathy. 

Some children may never have been exposed to different types of physical limitations such as people in wheelchairs 
or missing limbs, using walking sticks and frames. Briefing sessions with the children before and after around why 
people might be different, what it means for us all, and what we can do to support and help them will  be important. 
Children can have their questions answered, be more informed and build greater understanding of the people 
around them. Some children do not live near their grandparents and have little interaction with the older genera-
tions. Similarly, a lot of the elderly do not have regular visits from grandchildren or great grandchildren. This means 
both groups can miss out on these special interactions they both enjoy greatly. 

What makes intergenerational relationships hard? 

It can be tricky at the start to get the two generations interacting and communicating. Either, or both, may feel awk-
ward or shy. Don't just leave the child with the older person, 
educators need to act as facilitators. We need to role model 
and engage with everyone as we would be encouraging the 
children to do. In this respect it is an extension of the class-
room. It's okay to keep it simple, often the older generations 
don't want or need much, they just want someone to sit be-
side them and have a chat and a laugh. Before taking the 
children, have a chat with the staff, go to visit the service to 
ensure it is a safe space for the children, talk about what 
types of activities might work best, so that you are confident 
in the space, and know what resources you might need to 
take to make the visit a  success. 

“Children learn about themselves and construct their own identity within the context of their families and their com-
munities. This includes their relationships with people, places, and the actions and responses of others. Identity is 
not fixed, it is shaped by experiences. When children have positive experiences, they develop a deeper understand-
ing of themselves as significant and respected and feel a sense of belonging.” Relationships are the foundation for 
the construction of identity- ‘Who am I?’, ‘How I belong?’ and ‘What is my influence?’ (EYLF Page 20) 

Children’s connectedness and different ways of belonging with people, country and communities helps them to 
learn ways of being which reflect the values, traditions and practices of their families and communities. Overtime 
this learning transforms the way they interact with and care for others. 

These interactions have benefits further than the eye can see, and I hope more and more aged care and early educa-
tion centres build models and opportunities to bring generations together for the betterment of all.   

Fiona Goode On screen teacher on “Old People Home for 4 Year Old’s” 

Approved Provider: Little Penguins Ngunnawal 

Engaging with Community  
Intergenerational Programs 

https://www.aihw.gov.au/getmedia/d18a1d2b-692c-42bf-81e2-47cd54c51e8d/aihw-australias-welfare-2017-chapter5-1.pdf.aspx
https://www.aihw.gov.au/getmedia/d18a1d2b-692c-42bf-81e2-47cd54c51e8d/aihw-australias-welfare-2017-chapter5-1.pdf.aspx


Stories from the Sector  
Celebrating the Sector  
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2019 ACT Children’s Education and Care Sector Gala awards 

The 2019 ACT Children’s Education and Care Sector Gala Awards was held recently on Friday 1 November organised 

by the ACT Pedagogical Leadership Network. This was an event to come together to promote, recognise and cele-

brate the incredible effort of all who work within the Children’s Education and Care Sector across the ACT. The even-

ing provided opportunities for networking, re-connecting with existing and past colleagues and friends, sharing a 

meal together and of course dancing!  

The highlight of the evening was the awards component that showcased the commitment, innovation and achieve-

ments of individuals and teams within our sector. The selection criterion for the awards encouraged nominations of 

people and teams that were not only going above and beyond but also thinking outside of the box. People that have 

explored new and innovative ideas within their services to contribute to improved outcomes for children. Finalists in 

each of the categories participated in an interview process with the finalist judging panel that consisted of the ACT 

PLN Convener Kylie Keane, ACT Children and Young People Commissioner Jodie Griffiths Cook and General Manager 

of Professional Learning and Research Early Childhood Australia Dr. Kate Highfield. From this the following winners 

were decided and awarded on the night:  

Innovation in  OSHC  

AEON Academy 

Innovation in  Birth to Three  

YMCA Holder ELC  

Innovation in  Three to Five 

YMCA Holder ELC  

Commissioner Commendation Award  

Stella Bella Children’s Centre 

Marigold Award  

Brendan Kay, Holder ELC 

The Rising Star  

Tess McKeown, Fraser OSHC 
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All winners will be sharing their stories, ideas and inspirations in an upcoming publication, The Path to Innovation: 
ACT PLN awards finalist in early 2020. Please keep your eyes peeled for further details on this to be announced soon.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Congratulations to all  the winners and to the organisers from the ACT Pedagogical Leadership Network  shown above 
from  left to right—Donna Bush, Nicole O’Keefe,   Claire Northfield, Kylie  Keane,  Jess Moorcroft,  Lachlan  Fittler. 

Stories from the Sector  
Celebrating the Sector  

Educator of the  Year  

Mirja Haavisto,  

University Preschool and CCC 

Director of the Year  

Melita Pendergast,  

Communiteis@Work 

Educational Leader of the Year  

Rowena Muir, 

MOCCA 



The purpose of this section is for us to try and answer questions that you may have. These would need to 
be broad so that other services can relate and engage. Specific questions should continue to be directed 

to authorised officers where contextual advice or guidance may be needed.  

FAQ - Frequently asked questions  
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If you would like receive this publication at another email address or individual educators would like to sign up 

to receive this publication please send contact details to CECA.EducateandInform@act.gov.au.   

General enquiries to Children’s Education and Care Assurance can be made to CECA@act.gov.au. 

What should be included in Quality Improvement Plan?  

The approved provider must ensure a Quality Improvement Plan (QIP) is in place for each service. The QIP should 
help providers and services self-assess their performance in delivering quality education and care and to plan for 
future improvements. The QIP should reflect the unique context of a service and be communicated in a way that is 
meaningful. I nforma tion in a  QIP must:  

• demonstrate an assessment of the programs and practices at the service against the National Quality 

Standard and National Regulations 

• identify areas for improvement 

• Include a statement about the service’s philosophy. 

The QIP does not have to be provided in any specific format. An 
optional template from the ACECQA website can be download-
ed for use. Services may prioritise areas for improvement 
against the 7 quality areas of the NQS and the related regulato-
ry requirements. There is no requirement that all  15 standards 
and 40 elements are addressed in the QIP. The QIP should in-
clude the key areas for improvement.  

The self-assessment tool from the ACECQA website is an op-
tional tool suitable for all  service types and can be adapted to 
meet the needs of the service context. For tips on developing 
and reviewing QIPs please refer to ACECQA’s factsheet. 

All new services are required to submit their QIP after 3 
months of operation. CECA will contacted the service directly 
with this request. The QIP must be available on request by CECA or families enrolling their child into the service.  

Who needs access to our service’s QIP?  

CECA may request your QIP as part of a service’s assessment and rating process or at any other time. This is a great 
opportunity to demonstrate your commitment to continuous improvement and to showcase service strengths and 
achievements.  Families and prospective families should also have access to your service QIP.   

Who should contribute to our service's QIP?  

Services are encouraged to share their QIP with and seek input from children, families, staff and their community.  

How often should a QIP be updated?  

A QIP must be updated at least once a year, however it is useful for services to document changes and actions taken 
on a regular basis.  
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https://www.acecqa.gov.au/media/23156
https://www.acecqa.gov.au/media/28441
https://www.acecqa.gov.au/sites/default/files/2019-03/DevelopingandReviewingYourQualityImprovementPlan.pdf

